List of Books at Kagiwada Library
Sections and Ordering of Books, Collections, and Resources

**General Books organized by first by Asian Ethnic Group Focus, second by Topic or Theme**

*Order from Left to Right in Kagiwada Library, bookshelves*

Arab, Burmese/Myanmarese, Laotian, Cambodian, Asian America
Asian American Activism and BIPOC Movements
Diaspora
Transpacific
East Asia
Southeast Asia
Children's Literature
Poetry
Art
Fashion
Chinese
Taiwanese
Japanese
Asian American Plays
Performance Studies
Film
Filipinx
Hmong
South Asian
Pacific Islander
Korean
 Vietnamese
War
Philosophy and religion
Theory
Race in America
Mixed Race Studies
Gender
Law
Labor
Policy
Immigration
Psychology
Journals, Government and Community Reports, & Periodicals/Newspapers

1. A Magazine,
2. AAPI Nexus,
3. ACC News,
4. Accents,
5. American Quarterly,
6. Among Friends,
7. APA News,
8. Aardvark Sacramento State College,
9. Amerasia,
10. Asia Quarterly,
11. Asian American Media,
12. Asian American ACTS Alliance,
13. Asian American Art Center,
14. Asian American for Asian American Studies,
15. Asian American Journey,
16. Asian American Journalist Association,
17. Asian Journal of Women's Studies
18. Asian Spectrum,
19. Asian American Times,
20. Asians in Struggle,
21. Asians in America,
22. Asian American Current,
23. The Asian Student UC Berkeley,
24. Asian American Expression News,
25. CSU Dominguez Hills Asian Experience News,
26. Asian Students Unite,
27. Asian Week,
28. Balitaan,
29. Bigayan,
30. Bridge,
31. Black Thoughts Newspapers,
32. Challenge Newspaper,
33. The Connection: A Publication of the Sacramento Unified School District,
34. Echoes From Gold Mountain: An Asian American Journal,
35. El Noticiero and Chicanx Misc,
36. Express Sacramento City College,
37. Filipino Heritage,
38. Katipunan Newspaper,
39. Lahing Newspaper,
40. Filipinas,
41. Bamboo Girl Magazine,
42. Book Catalogs,
43. Bulletin,
44. California Aggie,
45. California Sociologist,
46. China 2000,
47. Chinatown News,
48. Chinese American Forum,
49. Chinese Awareness,
50. Church and Society: Asians In America, 1974
51. Citizen Sun,
52. Committee Bridges,
53. Coyote,
54. Cross Currents,
55. Crossroads,
56. Currents,
57. The Daily Californian,
58. Daedalus: Journal of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
59. Dateline,
60. East Wind,
61. Echoes from Tiannemen,
62. Fair Employment Practice Act,
63. Fil Am Journal,
64. Filipino Misc. (Pilipino Club, Mga Kapatid, The Philippine Review)
65. Forum,
66. Gender & Society,
67. Guardian,
68. The Herald 1980-1982,
69. Hawai'i Pono Journal
70. Hawaiian Ethos,
71. Hawaii Observer
72. The Hawai'i Herald
73. Honolulu Star Bulletin
74. Ka Huliau,
75. Hmong Folktales,
76. Hmong Art,
77. Hmong Tribune,
78. The Hmong - Yesterday and Today,
79. Hyphen,
80. Issues in Middle East Studies
81. PA NDAU,
82. IMAGE,
83. Independent,
84. Integrated Education,
85. Jade,
86. Japanese American,
87. Japanese American National Museum,
88. Journal of Asian American Studies,
89. Sapporo Ambassador,
90. The Cat's Newsletter,
91. Crossroads Japanese American Newspaper,
92. Japanese American Pamphlets and Journal Articles,
93. Journal of Cross Cultural Psychology,
94. Journal of Ethnic Studies,
95. Journal of American Ethnic History,
96. Journal of Asian Pacific World Perspectives,
97. Journal of Social Issues,
98. Kilusan,
99. Korean Quarterly,
100. Korean Misc,
101. Korean Time,
102. Korean Times,
103. Korean Survey,
104. La Vista,
105. Little India,
106. Leadership Education for Asian Pacific,
107. Magazines,
108. Modern Times
109. National Asian Pacific American Bar Association,
110. National Asian Pacific Center on Aging,
111. News Letters,
112. New York Asian News
113. North American Post,
114. Northwest Nikkei,
115. ODAIKO,
116. Opportunities Knocks,
117. Oral History Recorder,
118. Pacific/Asian American Mental Health Research Center,
119. Pacific Citizen,
120. Pacific Historical Review,
121. Peace, Justice, Equality, and Socialism,
122. People's Daily Overseas Edition,
123. Perspective,
124. Positions,
125. Public Policy Report,
126. Radical News Weekly,
127. Rikka,
128. San Francisciana,
129. Signs,
130. SF State University On Common Ground,
131. Sociology and Social Research,
132. South Asia Bulletin,
133. South Asian Diaspora,
134. Southeast Asian,
135. Southeast Asian Refugees Studies Project,
136. Southern Communication Journal,
137. Special Edition Press,
138. The State of Asian Pacific America,
139. Taiwan Journal,
140. Thai Times,
141. Times and More,
142. Transpacific,
143. Tribes and Masses
144. Update,
145. UC Davis
146. Dateline UC Davis
147. UCLA Pacific Ties,
148. UCSD Momentum,
149. Unity,
150. Vocations for Social Change
151. Vietnamese in America,
152. Virginia City Times Bonanza,
153. Winds, Asian American Women Newspaper
154. Yolk Magazine

Bibliographies, Catalogs, & Directories:

Other items housed in Kagiwada Library include:

- Asian American Journals and Specials on Digital Art, Media, Literature, Culture
- Asian American Health, Medicine, Trainings, Education, Reports and Reviews
- Government Reports, Census, Reviews, on Asian Americans 1960s-Present
List of Categories for Materials in Kagiwada Library Collections

1. Asian American California Resources, Newspapers, Miscellaneous Reports and Journals 1960s-2000s

2. Asian American Studies, Subject Books (e.g. Anthologies, Textbooks/coursebooks activism, art, children's books, diasporic studies, folklore, Native and Indigenous Studies, poetry, race relations, readers,

3. Asian American, youth culture and BIPOC movements

4. Gender, Women's Studies, queer of color critique

5. Newspapers/Pamphlets/Journals, alphabetized by title

6. Collections and Filing Cabinets: Isao Fujimoto Papers, George Kagiwada Papers, Tommy Woon Collection, ASA and Local Student Activism/ASU Papers, Refugee Studies and Reports (1980-1990s), Eileen Leung Collection, Stefi San Buenaventura Papers, Alice Shimizu Maxon Papers, Fil-Am Community Collection, W. Ho Collection, Central Coast Papers


8. Asian American Studies course binders, pedagogy, and syllabi


10. Display case and exhibit station

A Note on Asian Ethnic Identities and Categories in the the Kagiwada Library Book and Periodical Resources:

*Notions of ethnic and national identity carry political, social and familial meanings too complex to analyze here as found: https://www.api-gbv.org/resources/census-data-api-identities/
- **Central Asians** Afghani, Armenian, Azerbaijani, Georgians, Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Mongolian, Tajik, Turkmen, Uzbek.
- **East Asians** Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Okinawan, Taiwanese, Tibetan.
- **Southeast Asians** Bruneian, Burmese, Cambodian, Filipino, Hmong, Indonesian, Laotian, Malaysian, Mien, Singaporean, Timorese, Thai, Vietnamese.
- **South Asians** Bangladeshi, Bhutanese, Indian, Maldivians, Nepali, Pakistani, Sri Lankan.
- **West Asians** This is a contested term, most people from the region do not self-identify as such. West Asia is typically referred to as the Middle East; and geographically includes the countries of Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey (straddles Europe and Asia), United Arab Emirates and Yemen.